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FARIBAULT PLANNING COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 16, 2020 PUBLIC HEARING (CONTINUED FROM NOVEMBER 2, 2020)
Case Number & Request:

CUP 24-2020, Conditional Use Permit to relocate a previously
occupied home to a single-family lot in the R-2 Low Density
Residential District at 2702 Park Avenue NW

Applicant & Owner:

Mario Rodriguez, Applicant/Property Owner

Staff Recommendation:

Approval of the Draft Resolution and Findings for Approval of a
CUP to Relocate a Single-Family Dwelling to 2702 Park Avenue
NW

Deadline for Council Action:

December 20, 2020 unless extended by the City

From:

Peter Waldock, AICP, Planning Coordinator

SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW OF THE REQUEST
Mario Rodriguez, has requested a CUP to move a ranch style home to a mostly vacant
lot at 2702 Park Avenue NW. There is an existing well house / shed on the site. The
proposed home is a single-story ranch style that is of a similar age to adjoining homes
on the block. This lot had previously had a single wide manufactured home on it that
was torn down and the site cleared.
The proposal calls for construction of new detached garage with the home place at
side of the lot. The lot is adjoining contemporary ranch and split-level homes that
appear to have been built in the 1990’s. The site is in the R-2 Low Density Residential
District. Single family dwellings are a permitted use in this district. The 2040
Comprehensive Plan guides this site as an Established Residential Neighborhood.

Front and North side of proposed home at 2702 Park Ave. NW
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Homes at 2708 Park Ave NW and 2714 Park Ave NW

DISCUSSION
The home is a single-story ranch style home that fits the age of some the homes on
the block. They plan to add a three-car garage to the house as shown on the plans.
The house will blend in with adjoining homes in the block. The home in this case is
26’ feet wide by 48’ feet deep (doublewide manufactured home built in 1978
according to the title). The lot is 11,636 Square Feet in area. There is sufficient lot
area to comfortably fit the home with a detached garage on the site meeting the
required setbacks. The site is large enough for this home to fit well and meet all
setbacks.
The former well house/shed will need to removed or repaired as the roof has
structural issues. The well has been properly abandoned by the prior owner and as
required by State law is on record accordingly with State Department of Health.
Neighboring home owners have mentioned that this site has drainage concerns. Care
should be taken to properly layout the building elevations and finish the site grading
to properly drain this site. The City Engineer has indicated the site
Although current site plan shows the deck set close to the garage it will not actually
be attached to the garage since the garage will be built on floating slab foundation.
So, for zoning purposes the home, deck and garage will be treated as though they
are attached and therefore will need to meet the setbacks for the main structure in
this district.
At its meeting of November 2, 2020, the Planning Commission table action on the
application asking the applicants to prepare a revised grading plan for the site to
address the drainage issues at the site. Staff has forwarded the request to applicant,
his surveyor and the builder. The surveyor conferred with one of the Civil Engineers
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in the firm and was informed that drainage laws provide for the continuation of the
drainage flow in the directions as existed prior to construction on site. They cannot
redirect surface water drainage to adjoining properties. Their plans follow this
requirement.
The City Engineer noted there is a stormwater inlet in northeast corner of the site
and indicated that the house elevation and lot grading should be revised to direct
drainage to that structures.
Neighboring have submitted a petition expressing concerns related to this application.
They are concerned that the proposed home is not architecturally compatible with
existing homes on surrounding lots. They are concerned that the site has ponding
during heavy rains and spring thaw. They are concerned that incompatible home will
diminish property values of adjoining owners.
The applicant has provided façade sketch for home showing the front of the home
and garage. They have not submitted a revised the grading plan to detail how the
site will be adjusted direct runoff to the existing stormwater inlet in the northeast
corner of the site.
In addressing these concerns, the Planning Commission should consider that
ordinance (as highlighted in yellow below) requires that homes moved in to
established neighborhoods be architecturally compatible with surrounding homes as
to the design of the home, its layout on the lot and as to garage being attached or
detached. Features such as porches, dormers, pillars and columns, window style,
entrance location, and roof pitch and style shall be considered in determining the
appropriateness of the dwelling and any accessory structure.
Options available to the Planning Commission in this case.
1. Approve the application with the current layout. Based on findings that the
home, garage and site plan are compatible with homes in the neighborhood.
Approve the application with the proposed layout, subject to improved grading
plans that meet the approval of the City Engineer.
2. Approve the application with changes to the garage and site layout. Based on
findings that with changes to the layout and attaching the garage the
application can become compatible with the neighborhood. Therefore, require
plan revisions to orient the house with the front facing the street and having
an attached garage built to meet to the setback requirements of the UDO with
new siding and roofing materials used for both the garage and home to assure
that they match. This option would also require improved grading plans and
structure elevation details to assure proper site drainage, subject to City
Engineer approval.
3. Deny the application. Based on the finding that home is not architecturally
compatible with surrounding homes, the application can be denied.
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Staff recommends option 2 above. It is felt that home’s layout should be turned to
face the street and having an attached garage, new siding and roofing on the home
in order to match the new garage and plans revised and submitted accordingly. It is
noted that other CUP applications moving double wide manufactured homes have
been approved in the City in recent years with full basements and an attached garage.

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE
The Development Review Committee (DRC) discussed the proposal on October 20, 2020. The
DRC had no objections to this request and recommends approval subject to conditions. The DRC
had the following comments and observations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The home will be compatible with other homes in the neighborhood.
Siding and roofing materials appear to be good condition on the home.
The new garage will need to have siding and roofing materials that match the home.
A crawl space perimeter foundation is proposed with this home.
No public sidewalks are noted on this block.
There is a 10’ easement along the south lot line.
The home and garage should be placed further north on the lot while still meeting a
10’ setback between the garage and the north lot line as this design attaches the
deck to the house and garage for zoning purposes.
8. An approved grading plan will be needed prior to building permit issuance.
9. A driveway permit from the Public Works Dept. will needed to better align the
driveway with the proposed garage.
10. The site plan/certificate of survey will need to be revised to show the garage
detached from the house and a deck connecting them as planned.
11. The shed should be brought into compliance with code requirements in the UDO.

SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Sec. 7-30. Development standards.
Relocation of a dwelling previously occupied in another location.
(1) The dwelling in its proposed location is compatible with other adjacent dwellings in terms of
height and size of structure.
(2) The architectural features of the dwelling and any accessory structures shall be compatible with
the architectural style and features of adjacent dwellings and those in the same neighborhood.
Such features as porches, dormers, pillars and columns, window style, entrance location, and
roof pitch and style shall be considered in determining the appropriateness of the dwelling and
any accessory structure. This subsection is not intended to apply strict architectural standards,
rather, that the dwelling being moved or relocated be compatible with the neighborhood as
interpreted by the City Planner.
(3) Garages and other accessory structures, whether attached or detached, shall be located in a
manner similar to those on other adjacent residential properties and properties in the same
neighborhood.
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(4) A site plan, with a survey, must be submitted showing the final grading elevations for the
proposed parcel. The on-site grading improvements and utility service extensions must be
completed prior to the placement of the dwelling on the lot.
(5) All required improvements and building code requirements shall be met within one (1) year of
the placement of the dwelling.

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT
The Unified Development Ordinance (UDO), requires a conditional use permit (CUP), to relocate a
previously occupied dwelling from another location. Specific development standards for this are listed
in the UDO (see Sec. 7-30 above).

Applicable Code Sections:
Chapter 2, Article 7, Faribault Unified Development Ordinance (UDO), requirements and
procedures for conditional use permits.
Chapter 7, Faribault Unified Development Ordinance, Section 7-30, Specific Development
Standards for relocation of a dwelling previously occupied in another location.
Chapter 10, Faribault Unified Development Ordinance, Section 10-30, Table 10-1 principal uses
in residential districts.

REQUIRED FINDINGS
Section 2-300 of the UDO includes eleven required findings as a prerequisite for approval of
conditional use permits. The proposed resolution prepared by staff and provided with this report
includes the required findings for this application as recommended by staff.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Section 2-310 of the UDO authorizes the City Council to establish reasonable conditions of
approval to mitigate adverse impacts associated with the conditional use, to protect neighboring
properties and achieve objectives of the ordinance. This process provides the City the
opportunity to attach conditions of approval to help ensure that the relocated house does not
adversely affect the neighborhood. Staff believes that the proposed relocation of the subject
house is consistent with the required findings for approval of a conditional use permit (see the
attached resolution).
In addition to standard conditions of approval, Staff is suggesting that the following conditions
of approval be attached to the conditional use permit.
Conditions of approval are recommended as follows:
1. All provisions of the specific development standards for relocation of dwellings previously
occupied in another location as listed in the Unified Development Ordinance, Section 730 shall be met.
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2. A new garage shall be constructed with siding and roofing materials that match the home.
3. The applicant shall install new siding and roofing materials on the house to match the
garage.
4. The driveway shall be paved as required by City Ordinances.
5. The home shall be placed on a full perimeter foundation.
6. The garage, deck and home shall be treated as one unit for setbacks with setbacks with a
minimum of 10’ from the side and rear property lines and a 25’ setback from the front
lot line.
7. The deck shall be 10 feet in width between the home and garage.
8. A grading plan shall be required and the site shall be graded to avoid ponding on site and
avoid displacing run off onto neighboring properties.
9. The structure elevations should be set and the lot grading designed so as to direct
drainage to the stormwater inlet located near the northeast corner of the lot.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the review period for this application be extended to 120 days (ending
on February 20, 2021) and this application be tabled with the requirement that plans be revised
to provide the front entrance facing the street, having an attached garage, residing and
reroofing the home to match the new attached garage.
Should the Planning Commission choose to deny the application staff recommends the matter
be table in order to prepare the proper resolution for denial.

ATTACHMENTS
▪
▪
▪
▪

Draft Resolution for Approval
Location Map
Photos of the lot and surrounding homes
Application and updated plans
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State of Minnesota
County of Rice

CITY OF FARIBAULT
RESOLUTION #2020-____
APPROVING A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT TO RELOCATE A PREVIOUSLY
OCCUPIED DWELLING TO 2702 Park Avenue
WHEREAS, Mario Rodriguez, has requested approval of a conditional
use permit to move an existing one-story single-family house that has a
footprint of about 26 by 48’ with a detached existing garage that is to be
renovated to match the house, to 2702 Park Avenue, NW, legally
described in Exhibit A; and
WHEREAS, City staff has completed a review of the application and
made a report pertaining to said request (CUP 24-2020), a copy of which
has been presented to the City; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission, on the 2nd Day of November
following proper notice, held a public hearing regarding the request, and
following said public hearing recommended approval of the request
WHEREAS, the City Council, on the
day of
public meeting considered the request; and

,

2020,

at

a

WHEREAS, based upon said report, hearing, and recommendation, the
City Council hereby finds that approving the conditional use permit
amendment should be approved based on the following findings:
1.
The conditional use will not be detrimental to or endanger
the public health, safety, comfort, convenience or general
welfare.
Finding: The subject house will be placed on the subject parcel in
accordance with all applicable zoning codes and development
regulations.

2.
The conditional use will not be injurious to the use and
enjoyment of other property in the vicinity and will not impede
the normal and orderly development and improvement of
surrounding property for uses permitted in the district.
Finding: The single-family dwelling proposed with this application, will be
of similar size and architectural scale to other homes in the neighborhood.
It will also benefit the neighborhood to have a vacant lot improved.
3.
The conditional use will be designed, constructed, operated,
and maintained in a manner that is compatible in appearance
with the existing or intended character of the surrounding area.
Finding: The subject house is compatible in design, and architectural
appearance with the surrounding housing.
4.
The conditional use will not impose hazards or disturbing
influences on neighboring properties.
Finding: The home will be placed on a permanent foundation built to
current construction and zoning codes of the City. The home is
compatible with other homes in the neighborhood.
5.
The conditional use will not substantially diminish the value
of neighboring properties.
Finding: The subject house is compatible in design, and appearance
with the surrounding housing and will not diminish the value of
neighboring properties.
6.
The site is served adequately by essential public facilities
and services, including utilities, access roads, drainage, police
and fire protection, and schools or will be served adequately as a
result of improvements proposed as part of the conditional use.
Finding: The subject parcel is served by public sewer and water and all
other applicable facilities and services.
7.
Development and operation of the conditional use will not
create excessive additional requirements at public cost for
facilities and services and will not be detrimental to the economic
welfare of the community.

Finding: The subject house will improve a vacant property that is in an
otherwise developed area. No new services will have to be extended or
added to adequately serve the parcel.
8.
Adequate measures have been or will be taken to minimize
traffic congestion in the public streets and to provide for
adequate on-site circulation of traffic.
Finding: The subject single-family dwelling will be placed on an existing
vacant residential lot.
Therefore, the subject house will have
negligible effect on existing traffic and circulation.
9.
The conditional use will not result in the destruction, loss or
damage of a natural, scenic, or historic feature of major
importance to the community.
Finding: The subject site is a vacant residential lot that has no features
of major importance to the community.
10. The conditional use is consistent with the applicable
policies and recommendations of the city’s Land Use Plan or other
adopted land use studies.
Finding: The City's Land Use Plan guides the subject parcel as an
Established Residential Neighborhood. The City's Unified Development
Ordinance allows single-family residences in R-2, Low Density
Residential Districts.
11. The conditional use, in all other respects, conforms to the
applicable regulations of the district in which it is located.
Finding: The subject house is proposed to be located in a manner that
conforms to all applicable zoning regulations; and
WHEREAS, the City Council further finds, in accordance with the
Planning Commission findings, that the proposed relocation of the
previously occupied house on the subject parcel is consistent with the
specific use standards of the Unified Development Ordinance as follows:
1.
Criteria: The dwelling in its proposed location is compatible
with other dwellings on the block, in terms of height and size of
structure.

Finding: There is a mixture of housing styles in the neighborhood. The
subject house is compatible in year of construction and compatible with
the height and size of the surrounding houses.
2.
Criteria: The architectural features of the dwelling and any
accessory structures shall be compatible with the architectural
style and features of adjacent dwelling and those in the same
neighborhood.
Finding: The architectural style and features of the subject house are
compatible with the surrounding houses.
3.
Criteria: Garages and other accessory structures, whether
attached or detached, shall be located in a manner similar to
those on other adjacent residential properties and properties in
the same neighborhood.
Finding: Some homes in this neighborhood have both attached and
detached garages. Consequently, proposed three car garage will be
consistent with the character of the neighborhood.
4.
Criteria: A site plan, with a survey, must be submitted
showing the final grading elevations for the proposed parcel. The
on-site grading improvements and utility service extensions
must be completed prior to the placement of the dwelling on the
lot.
Finding: The Applicant submitted a site plan with appropriate setbacks,
survey information and grading elevations.
5.
Criteria: All required improvements and building code
requirements shall be met within one year of the placement of
the dwelling.
Finding: The Applicant intends to place the subject house on the site this
year.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY FARIBAULT, MINNESOTA AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: Incorporation of Recitals and Exhibits. The recitals set
forth in this Resolution and the Exhibits attached hereto are incorporated
into and made a part of this Resolution.

Section 2. Approval of the Conditional Use Permit. A conditional use
permit to relocate a single-family dwelling that had previously been
occupied to be placed on site in accordance with the site plan attached
as Exhibit B is hereby approved subject to conditions as set forth in
Section 3 of this resolution. Said approval is based on the forgoing
recitals, which are incorporated herein by reference, and constitute the
findings of the City Council in accordance with Section 2-300 of the City
of Faribault, Unified Development Ordinance.
Section 3. Conditions of Approval. A conditional use permit is hereby
approved subject to conditions listed herein as authorized under Section
2-310 of the City of Faribault Unified Development Ordinance that are
deemed necessary to mitigate adverse impacts associated with the
conditional use, to protect neighboring properties, and to achieve the
objectives identified in the ordinance as follows:
1. All provisions of the specific development standards for relocation
of dwellings previously occupied in another location as listed in the
Unified Development Ordinance, Section 7-30 shall be met.
2. A new attached garage shall be constructed with siding and roofing
materials that match the home.
3. The applicant shall install siding and roofing materials on the garage
to match the house.
4. The driveway shall be paved as required by City Ordinances.
5. The home shall be placed on a full perimeter foundation.
6. The garage, deck and home shall be treated as one unit for setbacks
with setbacks with a minimum of 10’ from the side and rear
property lines and a 25’ setback from the front lot line.
7. The deck shall be 10 feet in width between the home and garage.
8. A grading plan shall be required and the site shall be graded to
avoid ponding on site and avoid displacing run off onto neighboring
properties.
9. The Site Plan / Certificate of Survey must be revised to show the
home detached from the garage with a 10 foot wide deck
connecting them prior to issuance of a building permit.
Section 4. Compliance. The applicant and property owner must comply
with all applicable provisions of the City Code of Ordinances during
development and operation of the conditional use. Any violation of these
provisions or any of the specified conditions shall be grounds for revocation
of the conditional use permit as authorized by Section 2- 320 of City of
Faribault, Unified Development Ordinance.

Section 5. This resolution shall become effective immediately upon its
passage and without publication.
Date Adopted:

November 10, 2020
Faribault City Council

Kevin F. Voracek, Mayor
ATTEST:

Timothy C. Murray, City Administrator

PID # 18.24.2.79.003

Exhibit A
Legal Description

Address: 2702 Park Avenue
Lot 3, Block 1, Conrade 1st First Addition, City of Faribault, Rice County,
Minnesota.

SITE PLAN

Exhibit B

LOT 3, BLOCK 1, CONRADE 1ST ADDITION
FARIBAULT, RICE COUNTY, MINNESOTA
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Conditional Use Permit
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FOUNDATION PLAN
FOUNDATION SECTION

Mario Rodriguez
117 Tischler Ave SE
Faribault, MN, 55021
(507)-686-0898
Mariovrodriguez1965@hotmail.com

To whom it may concern,
My name is Mario Rodriguez & I am the owner of the property located at 2702 Park Ave NW, Faribault,
MN, 55021. My intentions with this property are to have a single-family home moved here & install an
attached garage to the unit. This home is ~25 years old & is in excellent condition. I understand that
approval for this arrangement will be contingent upon my following of all local codes & ordinances, as
well as maintaining the aesthetic integrity of the neighborhood it is located within. If you have any
questions, please feel free to contact me via any of the methods above.
Sincerely, Mario Rodriguez
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*** Here are the wall configurations for your design.
Illustration May Not Depict All Options Selected
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Building Size: 24 feet wide X 36 feet long X 10 feet high
Approximate Peak Height: 15 feet 5 inches (185 inches)
NOTE: Overhead doors may need to be "Wind Code Rated" depending on your building location. r/l(l/ j_T/,l //J ·;-·
Confirm the door requirements with your local zoning official before construction.
Menards-provided material estimates are intended as a general construction aid and have been calculated using typical construction methods. Because of the wide variability in codes and site restrictions,
all final plans and material lists must be verified with your local zoning office. Menards is a supplier of construction materials and does not assume liability for design, engineering or the completeness
of any material lists provided. Underground electrical, phone and gas lines should be located and marked before your building plans are finalized. Remember to use safety equipment including dust masks
and sight and hearing protection during construction to ensure a positive building experience.
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